Exercise-induced pulmonary haemorrhage (EIPH) in horses results from locomotory impact induced trauma--a novel, unifying concept.
Exercise-induced pulmonary haemorrhage (EIPH) in horses, although of major welfare and economic importance worldwide, is of uncertain cause. It is accepted that the dorsocaudal region of the lung is particularly prone to the condition, but present theories of causation cannot satisfactorily explain the mechanism or pattern of occurrence. We propose that EIPH results from locomotory impact induced trauma; the mechanism being similar to that producing lung tissue damage following thoracic impact injury. In impact injury, the localised impulsive load on the chest wall is transmitted by pressure waves through the lung at a slower speed than in the chest wall. The waves are subsequently reflected from the distal chest wall and other structures, producing a complex pattern of wave motion; waves travelling from regions of large cross-section to narrower ones are amplified in magnitude, consequently these regions can experience very high local stresses. Compression/dilation and shear waves are produced within the parenchyma and the latter particularly have been implicated as the cause of parenchymal damage and rupture with oedema and haemorrhage. This form of soft tissue damage has been shown to occur at remarkably low loads with an impact velocity greater than about 11 m/s and pressure exceeding approximately 14 kPa. In the horse, the lung is subjected to comparable levels of locomotory derived impulsive force during moderate to high speed exercise and this is the basis of the mechanism causing EIPH. During locomotion, the force following ground-strike of the front legs is transmitted, with some attenuation, through the forelimbs to the scapulae. The anatomical arrangement of the scapula, coupled with the direction of the force at the shoulder (scapulo humeral joint) produces an impulsive force on the rib cage, approximately just below mid height of the frontal aspect of the chest approximately over the fourth rib. As a result, pressure waves are transmitted through the lung parenchyma towards the dorsal and caudal regions; these waves are subsequently reflected at the distal chest wall, spine and diaphragm causing a complex pattern of wave interaction. The observed locations of EIPH are at the sites where wave intensity is expected to be greatest due to changes in cross section and reflection. Based on available information, it is estimated that impulsive forces of more than 100 kPa, lasting approximately 10 ms, would be applied to the chest wall by each scapula in a 500 kg horse when galloping; this level of force would be sufficient to cause oedema and haemorrhage as observed in impact induced injury.